Creating a Job Search Agent
on the
TRU Careers Site
You can create Search Agents that will automatically search the database daily for new submissions that
match the agent's criteria. If a match is found, an email notification is sent with a link to view the them.
In order to create a Job Search Agent you will need to have an Account. So if you have not already
created an Account you will need to start by creating one.

Once you have created an Account, and logged into the system you will be taken to the Careers Center.
The Career Center holds all of the links for managing your Résumé/CV, attachments, submissions, and
searches and information that can help you locate the ideal position. On this page you will see a Link,
shown by the red arrow below, that will take you to your Job Search Agents.

In the screen shot below is a page that currently has no Search Agents. The red arrow shows the link to
create a new search agent.

The first step to creating a search agent is to set up the filtering criteria. In the screen shot below I have
selected Support (CUPE) positions located in Kamloops.

You can mix and match and match your filtering to match your personal needs. You can also create
multiple search agents, you are not limited to one. Below you can see an example of a search that would
return all the positions in the Faculty of Science.

When you have finished click the “Search” Button, or if you decide you want to start over again you can
use the “Reset” button.

After clicking “Search” your results will be displayed as shown below. Under the search you will see a
link to save the search as an Agent, indicated by the red Arrow.

The system will then give you the opportunity to give a name for the search, allow you to make it active
and provide the option for receiving e-mails.

At the top of the search pages you will see the following menu whenever you are logged in. Note the
one indicated by the red arrow “My Job Search Agents”. This is how you get to the list of your Agents.

The three buttons on the right of the search agent allow you to Run the Agent Manually, Deactivate the
Agent or Delete the Agent

Enjoy your searching. We hope you find the positions you are looking for.

